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CONTACT THE NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter now has its own e-mail contact address, which is :-

We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!
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Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome.
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It’s your Newsletter! Use it.

INFORMATION
Looking for a Heritage Railway to Visit?

If you would like to join the team and set up a regular (or even occasional!)
feature, please contact the Editor. At the moment this Newsletter is too
much a “one man band”! All contributions are welcome.

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
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All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown.

Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your copyright please accept our
apologies, let us know and we will publish an appropriate acknowledgement
and apology in the next available issue.

This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers.

You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ …. let us know
what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have any ideas
about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or don’t like
about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to You” or to
the Editor direct at…….

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
AND FINALLY
This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

EDITORIAL

and potential !) have a ‘golden opportunity' to be involved from 'the ground
floor' up in a series of new projects, maybe rekindle interest in a variety of

What’s that? July already! We’ve had the ‘longest day’ and now we’ve

scales that the Club has not been involved in for some time. Macclesfield

passed the year’s half way point. As Victor Meldrew might say, “I don’t

Model Railway Group is looking for new ideas, new directions and new

believe it!” Still, we’ve got a summer to look forward to, haven’t we? And

projects. Would you like to play a part?

that means, if we do get a summer, we might be able to spend more of our
time ‘outdoors’.

Of course, MMRG is not only about building model railways. It has an
interest in real railways, too. As you will see in our next issue, the Club

Now that means, for most of us, we have to forego our model railways

also organises its own days out, from time to time, for members such as

unless, of course, you have devised some way of delivering the sausages,

the featured “Ffestiniog Round Robin". The Club is just as much about

bread rolls, kebabs, etc, to the barbecue by rail. I suspect those who have

catering for the social needs and interests of members as it is about

are in a significant minority! Whilst not using the railway he is involved in

offering model railway building opportunities. Hopefully this will become a

as a food conveyor to the crematorium that passes for outdoor catering,

much more frequent addition to our Club activities.

Pat Honey is very much involved in outdoor railways and his article on the
following pages gives a flavour of running trains outdoors without the need

MMRG is listening to its members (and non-members) and acting upon

of an apron!

what it hears! You could play a part in making change happen. Make your
voice heard!

A few photographs and words can hardly do justice to what is a superb G1
scale garden railway. More information and videos can be accessed at

There are several ways in which you can do this:1) Come down to the Club (either as a member or non-member) and tell

https://youtu.be/Sio2XkGEGAg

us your views, ideas, suggestions or (even) complaints
2) Put any or all of the above in an e-mail and send it either to MMRG

It’s well worth a visit!

direct or to me at the Newsletter’s e-mail address
3) Send the above to the Newsletter for inclusion in the “Over to You”

Unfortunately you cannot click on the link to bring up the relevant website.

column if you wish to address a wider audience.

This is not only true for the above link, but also for every link in this and
every Newsletter. Why? The Newsletter is already a sizeable document to
e-mail and to include active links would increase its ‘size’ considerably to
the point where many readers’ e-mail accounts would reject the document.

The e-mail addresses you may find use are:1) macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com
2) MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com

It might also inhibit my ability to actually send it!
Whatever your interests in model railways, I hope you find this Newsletter
If anyone ‘out there’ has any ideas as to how this problem might be

an enjoyable read.

overcome, I would be more than grateful to hear from you!
Until next month, enjoy your hobby
And that leads me to another question. Is a straight delivery to an e-mail
‘in box’ the best option? Are there other means by which all readers could

Mike Hebblethwaite
Editor

receive their Newsletter in something other than .pdf format? I’m acutely
aware that some photos lose their definition as a result of conversion and
we do not have the ability to click on a photo to enlarge it. Nor do we have
any other ‘interactive’ capability.

Any of you IT buffs got any thoughts? If you do, please apply the KISS
(Keep It Simple, Stupid) principle …… I’m somewhat Jurassic, if you get

USEFUL TIP?

my drift!
The best way to remember your wife’s birthday is to forget it just once!!
And that leads me on to other thoughts …......

We have a great Club room which offers 24/7 access and, following the
departure of 'North Rode” (TT), the probable dismantling of the
Macclesfield (“N") layout and the near completion of the "00" layout, we
now have the exciting opportunity to begin some new projects. These
could include new layouts as direct replacement projects or entirely new
projects in different scales. Why not be involved? All members (new, old
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ADLESTROP - a Gauge 1 outdoor railway
No plywood has been used - cross supports under decking are 3 x 3 inch
Pat Honey

rough sawn treated timber (Length of this cut as required).
Our project near Keele University, Newcastle

Edging lengths along the top of this is by 2 x 2 inch rough sawn treated

under Lyme is a large Gauge 1 set up, starting

timber and finished off by cross decking made of 6 x ¾ inch planks - good

with a large shed: 40 x 8ft with centre gangway.

quality grit covered felt has been ironed on to form the track bed on the
first circuit..

The first circuit built is 100 yards around with
phase 2, the newly completed extension around
the pond, adding another 90 yards.

Twin electric tracks around garden are for the Aristocraft Class 66 locos (7
different liveries and with the genuine Pheonix sound units installed) / 2 x
Class 37s and 1x Class 40 Diesel
which handle 9 complete trains mixture of Modern image and pre
grouping stock (Trains running will be
either all Modern image OR all pre
grouping and can be 40 ft in length).
All locos are battery powered and are
driven using small hand held
controllers, takes 5 minutes to train a
driver !

A 3rd track running INSIDE the
electric ones is for live Steam - and
does not go through the shed for
safety reasons - but it runs along the
front of the shed and is accessible all
the way around.

A full length through siding also runs
along the shed front with extra short
dead end sidings as a steam
preparation area. This allows any
steam enthusiasts to come along and
Elevated bed for all tracks are built on 2 inch metal legs and plates welded

use that facility even if the shed and all the electric railway are not in use !

on the top which, by use of 10mm threaded bar, carry the timber top
structure - this gives a fully adjustable track bed if needed in the future,
should any change in ground conditions etc require it and it also allows us
to camber the whole decking where it is beneficial to do so.
Some of these trains – especially the steam ones travel at scale 90MPH
with full loads on so excellent standard of track is paramount!
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It’s not always warm, then! - Ed

A 20 ft long, 4 track intermediate Station is situated outdoors with 2 electric
and one steam platform roads.

It seems like a well stocked shed …and at 40ft x 8ft that’s some stock! - Ed

We welcome any modeller in any scale to join the friendly small band who
run it, especially on open days. We have an on site club room for relaxing
in.

Come and drive BIG trains in a superb garden setting.

Editor’s Note

If this article has whetted your “G1 appetite” for more, you can follow
up Pat’s invitation to join in with the operating of this railway simply
by letting me know and I will forward your contact details to him. He
can then forward invitations to you direct. As you might expect,
operating this layout is somewhat weather dependent so sessions
may be opened or changed at relatively short notice.
All facing points are controlled from a switch panel on the end of the Steam
preparation bay and the colour light signal gantries are controlled from the

There’s more to come from Pat. Look out next month for his up-dating

point motors.

of an ageing EMU and future articles on building ‘Seacows’ and 20t ICI
hoppers. Anyone from Buxton will remember the latter well - Dow Low

All colour light signal gantries are hand built for each location.

quarry and all that.

Both inside and outside the railway is illuminated with miniature lights for
evening running.
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THE CAPTION CHALLENGE

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ANDREW GOSDEN

A one issue only return ……

Mike Hebblethwaite

One of the strangest British missing persons cases of recent years involves
a 14-year-old boy named Andrew Gosden.

In 2007, Andrew lived with his parents and sister in Doncaster. On the
morning of September 14, he seemingly left for school as usual. But he
never arrived and his parents realized something was very wrong when
they discovered his school uniform in his bedroom later that day.

Apparently, after his family left the house that morning, Andrew returned
home to change his clothes. He then emptied his bank account of £200
before arriving at Doncaster station, where he purchased a train ticket to
King’s Cross station in London. He would be captured on CCTV footage
there at approximately 11:20 AM. That was the last confirmed sighting of
him.

Aw! Come on. There’s over 200 of you out there and you’re still expecting
me to give you a starter? No chance! I’ll give you my caption next month
along with all of yours. Let’s see how many of you rise to the challenge …..
who’s for a sweep?

“You put the left rail in, the left rail out
Do the hokey cokey and you shake it all about”

I’m just too soft on you lot!

Now it’s your turn! Send me your captions to the Newsletter by e-mail and
mark the ‘subject’ CAPTION.

Since Andrew had no known problems, his family were completely baffled
by his inexplicable decision to travel to London. He left no note behind to
explain his actions and took very few items with him. The strangest detail is
that Andrew insisted on purchasing a one-way train ticket, even after he
was informed that a return ticket would only cost £1 more.

One year after Andrew’s disappearance, an unidentified man spoke into the
intercom at the doorway to Leominster Police Station in Herefordshire,
claiming to have information about the case. When an officer arrived to
answer the door, the man had disappeared. After more than nine years,
there is still no trace of Andrew Gosden nor any explanation for his
mysterious train trip.

Editor’s note. You can find more information and how you might help
find Andrew by visiting “helpusfindandrew.weebly.com/”

WHERE CAN YOU SEE THIS?

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CABOOSE HOBBIES INC”
Just one clue.

There were two of them.
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One on each side of the road

500 South Broadway, Denver, CO 80209, United States
+1 303-777-6766

YOUR PHOTOS 1 - MACCLESFIELD AND
SURROUNDINGS (Part 3)
Vic Holland

1

Macclesfield Central Station up
platform entrance - demolition just
started behind tree on left.

2

Macclesfield Central Station
down platform entrance.

3

Central Station down platform goods
area - demolition started.
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4

CS down platform signal
box, Castle Shoe Co. and
signal gantry.

5

CS up platform south end and
Potts coal merchant's sidings

6

Turntable and coaling
stage

8

7

The GC sidings,
the MBM line and
the Hurdsfield
gas holders from
Hibel Road

8

Loco shed (9C), GC
yard and Lower
Heyes Mill from
Hibel Road

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
through the On30 Group
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THE FUNNIES

Huh?

Oh, I do like to be beside the seaside
Oh, I do like to be beside the sea ………..

Huh??
Well, if you will use cheap Chinese plywood as your baseboard ……

First we slice the top of the truck off making it more aerodynamic thus
saving fuel and money. Those savings we pass on to you.

Our helpful Virgin Trains staff are always prepared to help you
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board your train comfortably at Macclesfield station.

Asda. “Saving you money every day”

MMRG - CLUBROOM ROUND-UP

At the moment the layout is connected to the Club’s fiddle yard (shared with
the 0n30 Group) so trains are being run on Club nights. If you have any

“N” Scale (The Tiny People)

“00” items (both DC and DCC can be catered for), why not bring them along
on a Club night and ‘give them an airing’? We really would like to see what

It’s crunch time for the “N” gaugers!

There is a growing realisation within the Club that, without the support of a

interests you.

0N30 Scale (Bigger People)

strong driving influence and leadership, the current project is far too
ambitious for those interested in this scale to complete. Unfortunately,
following the untimely passing of Ian Hibbert, far too much vital information,
building plans and computer generated models have been lost. Maybe a
completed layout was always a “bridge too far”, but it did pull together a
group who worked together with a common objective under Ian’s
leadership.

Although progress has been relatively slow on ‘Purgatory Junction’ (the
Group’s new layout) in recent months, wiring and electrical set-up is almost
complete. The Group is about to install the latest offerings from Dave
Fenton’s MegaPoints Controllers in place of the original units and then
some serious testing can begin. Does route allocation work? Are the boards
reliable? Of course they are! That’s why they are being installed in
preference to any other system! The testing is more of the operators

What are the choices now?

themselves rather than the system installed! It’s up to the Group to make
the layout and its operation “idiot proof”, If they achieve that then when the

Undoubtedly one of the choices is to dismantle the current layout, salvage
what we can of the track work and buildings and build a smaller, less
ambitious layout that, maybe, has Macclesfield overtones but is essentially

project eventually does hit the exhibition circuit there will be no reason why
‘Joe Public’ couldn’t be invited to operate a train or two! It’s all about
‘audience participation’ .

geographically and period non-specific. Maybe some of the baseboards can
be recycled which would save a considerable amount of time and effort in

And what of ‘Purgatory Peak’?

developing a new layout.
Mmm. Things just seem to grow like ‘Topsy’ for this layout!
Would you like to be involved in a new “N” gauge project, get in on the
‘ground floor’?

Following its outing to Houtem in Holland it was featured in a full article in
one of Holland’s leading model railway magazines. We’ve no idea what the

If you have an interest in “N” gauge, have ideas about potential projects or
would like to be involved in any way, please let the Club know. Why not
drop in to the Club and see what is possible any Monday or Friday

article actually said, none of us speak Dutch, but we are reassured that it
was pretty faithful to the Group’s back story and layout information that
appears on the Club’s website.

evening? We are open between 7.30ish and 10.00 pm on both evenings.
But that is not all. The group has now been asked to produce an article that
“TT” Scale (less Tiny People)

is planned to appear in three (Yes, 3!) French model railway publications
prior to ‘Purgatory Peak’’s outing to Orleans (France) in November later this

As you may very well be aware, the old “North Rode” TT layout has gone

year.

and there are discussions now taking place as to what kind of layout to
replace it with. Some early plans have been considered but, as yet, no firm
decisions have been made.

Again, if you have an interest in “TT” and would like to become involved in a
completely new project, now is your chance.

“00” Scale (Visible People)

This continues in its development as a Club layout with attention now being
paid more to scenery and “furniture” in the form of buildings and details.

Both are achievements of which the 0m30 Group should be and are
justifiably proud!

‘PP’ is also heading off to Folkestone in October, so a busy Autumn ahead
for the Group!

Ross’s “00’ (a private layout)

This a is a small double track ’00’ layout which is taking Ross along
something of a ‘learning curve’. It’s good to see the beginnings of scenery
on his baseboards and he should, if he continues as he has up to now, end

It is a layout that, essentially, does exactly what it says on the tin. It is
designed to run trains continuously or consecutively in both directions on
the upper level and have the opportunity to shunt on the lower level. It is

up with a layout of which he should be proud. The aim is to have it running
trains and be in a condition to exhibit at our next annual show. Fingers
crossed for Ross.

intended as a platform to show off trains and can cater for prototypically
long goods and passenger trains as well as short, fussy local trains.

If you think you could help/mentor him to achieve this aim, please get in
touch.
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Other Scales

The Club, at the moment, has no representation from ‘009’, ‘0’, ‘G1’ or,
indeed, any other scales which is a great shame as the Club is open to
anyone with railway modelling interests.

Are you interested in a scale that the Club doesn’t currently feature? Would
you be interested in helping the Club to promote other scales? If so, please
contact us and let us know. Better still, call in at the Club one night and tell

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, Crewe
Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk

us about the scale you are interested in and about how you think the Club
could support you and your interests.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)

“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY

01625 511646

01625 850427

www.cheshiremods.org.uk

YOUR PHOTOS 2
Shaun Horrocks

The Flying Scotsman passing through Rope (between Crewe and
Nantwich) - 8th June 2016
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LOOKING FOR A HERITAGE RAILWAY TO VISIT?

THE MOST REMOTE UK STATION?

Mike Hebblethwaite

If you are “out and about” this summer, taking a holiday or simply visiting
another area for a weekend break and are wondering if there will be any
nearby heritage railways to visit, then wonder no more. The chances are
that, where ever you visit in the UK, there will be a heritage railway
somewhere relatively nearby!

A really useful website is that operated by UK and Heritage Railways and
their address is :-

“www.heritage-railways.com”
They have a full listing of all heritage and preserved railways, museums
and tramways in the country. You may be surprised at the number there
actually are! They even have listings for those that are open on ‘special
occasions’ only.

Berney Arms station on the Wherry Lines in East Anglia must surely be a
candidate. It is just over 15 miles down line from Norwich and is situated on
a loop between Reedham and Great Yarmouth. There are only a limited
number of trains passing through this station …… and they stop by request
only! It also ranks as one of the least used stations in the UK which is not

Steam Railway Lines is another useful site listing similar information and
they can easily be found by Googling “steamrailwaylines.co.uk”. Again,

surprising as it is several miles from the nearest road and is accessible
only by foot or by boat.

more information can be found on ‘Wikipedia’ and at “www.uksteam.info”
and a search at “www.britainsfinest.co.uk” will give you information about

It is, however, only a short walk from moorings on the River Yare!

most of the best steam railways in Britain.

THE HIGHEST STATION IN THE UK?
Now you’ve no excuses if you want to build a visit into your holiday!

Corrour station is certainly a candidate for this title as it is the highest
mainline station in the UK. It could well also be a candidate for the
remotest!

DID YOU KNOW THAT …………?
It is 1,339 ft above sea level and the nearest road is 10 miles away!
1) If someone in Japan commits suicide by jumping in front of a train, the
railway company can sue his or her family for the costs involved in
cleaning up the mess, loss of income and for the negative ‘press’
brought on by such an act.
2) Ore trains travelling down to the coast in Sweden actually generate
electricity! So much so that they supply power to nearby communities
and the return trip for other trains.
3) The longest train journey that you can make in the world using only
trains is over 17,000 kms from Portugal to Vietnam!
4) In 1869, Chinese and Irish labourers working on the Central Pacific
Railway laid an astonishing 10 miles of track in one day - a record that
has not been beaten to this day!
5) The battle for Stalingrad in WWII was so fierce that one railway station
changed hands 14 times in 6 hours!
6) There are quite a few “ghost trains” that operate in the UK. They are
trains that are not timetabled, operate some bizarre routes and run

Remarkably, a new station house was built in 1997 by the Corrour estate
and was opened as a restaurant in July 2015.

rarely and at strange times and discourage passengers. Why? They
are run purely to keep the lines open! The Stalybridge Ghost Train is a

The station is located near Lochs Ossian and Treig on Ranch Moor and is

good example.

managed by Abellio Scotrail.
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OVER TO YOU

THE LAST WORD
And so we reach the end of another issue of the Newsletter and, once again,

To the Editor (Over to You),

I have to thank all those who have contributed toward it. What appears
within these pages is entirely dependant upon what readers send in and,

Let me start by saying a big thank you to you for producing such an excellent

looking back over past issues, what a great variety we’ve had. The QUALITY

Newsletter every month. I don’t know how you manage to do it as a ‘one man

of this Newsletter is, so far as I know, unrivalled by any other model railway

band’ and you are to be congratulated.

club’s newsletter. Please correct me if I am wrong … and send me a copy …
because I’d hate to, unwittingly, put anyone down. If there is better ‘out there’

I am not a subscriber to the Newsletter but I do view it on the Club’s web site

I’d like to learn from them so that you, the reader, gets the best possible our

each month as I doubt that my ageing computer system and e-mail facilities

limited resources can produce.

would allow me to down load such a large file. My thanks also to MMRG who
have given me access to the Newsletter.

The aim of this Newsletter, as you must be well aware, is to keep you
informed about the activities and interests of fellow readers, pass on ‘good

The purpose behind writing to you was mainly to thank both you and Vic

practice’ where ever we can and offer articles and ideas of interest to you as

Holland for his fascinating series of photos of ‘years gone by’ in the

a fellow railway modeller.

Macclesfield area - they have brought back wonderful memories for me.
There’s also a whole world of 12” to the foot of interest to us ranging from
Unfortunately I don’t have any old photos. If I had, I would gladly share them

the smallest operating steam railways at home to the massive examples of

with you.

railway engineering found in the likes of America, China and Russia (to
name but three!). We tend to model what interests us and our models are as

I wish you every success for the future and long may the Newsletter continue.

varied as the origins of those models are in ‘the real world’.

Kindest regards

Many of us model a totally imaginary scenario that has its roots buried deep

Ronnie Wentworth

in reality somewhere and is adapted to cater for other things we’d like to
include outside that reality. ‘Purgatory Peak’ is a great example of this. There
is a huge mix of prototypical, ‘foreign’ (to the location) and ‘invented’
railroads represented in, what purports to be, a San Juan Mountains setting

Hi Ronnie,

in Colorado! Granted there are a number of Denver and Rio Grande
Western locos (and rolling stock) that might have actually pounded those

Thank you so much for your kind comments regarding the Newsletter.

rails. But the rest? What the Hell. It’s a fun railway and caters for every taste
within the 0n30 Group …… and that, at the end of the day, is what matters.

Comments such as yours make the time spent at my keyboard well worth the

The same may well be true of your own layout, if you are lucky enough to

‘sacrifice’ …… not really a sacrifice, I enjoy doing it and it’s a far better use of

have one.

my time than sitting in front of the ‘gogglebox’!
If you do have a layout of your own, and it matters little whether you stick
I am certain that Vic will also appreciate your comments and I hope that you

rigidly to prototype practice or follow the more ‘liberal’ Purgatory Peak

continue to enjoy his photos which appear again this month and conclude the

format, it is a layout you built for you to cater for your interests. How about

series in August’s edition.

telling us about it? A few photos, a few notes and who knows? You could
have a “gold star” as a new contributor!

I may be considering taking retirement from work but I have no such thoughts
regarding the Newsletter - you’ll just have to suffer me a little longer!

Maybe you have visited somewhere you would like to recommend to other
readers, ridden on a railway that you think is a ‘must visit’ or simply have

I hope you continue to enjoy the Newsletter for a long time to come.

some hints and tips that you think might help other modellers …….. they’re
all worth a ‘gold star’ for first time contributors.

Most appreciatively
Mike Hebblethwaite

And what’s so important about ‘gold stars’? They’re awarded to first time

Editor

contributors who often bring something new to this Newsletter and always
add to its variety of articles.

Thinking caps on, you guys. Could you help us and your fellow modellers
further our interest in this great hobby? It doesn’t have to be a candidate for
a ‘Pullitzer Prize’ ……. just an insight into your interest in model railways is
more than enough!
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